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Women win three
of four tournaments
to start spring play
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CLUB DODGEBALL TAKES SECOND CONSECUTIVE NATIONAL TITLE

GVseniors prepare to start new life chapters with Toast with T. Haas, graduation prep
sure students will leave on a Tibbe, assistant director of
good note.”
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will honor gradu
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ways remember,” said LeaAnn
SEE COMMENCEMENT ON A2

BY MARY MATTINGLY
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

For the students who will be
walking across the stage at this
semesters
commencement
ceremonies, all the hard work
they put into their undergrad
degree culminates in one piece
of paper. But that simple docu
ment is a representation of the
time and effort they have put
in during their last few years at
Grand Valley State University.
“Since our motto is ‘Lak
ers for a lifetime,’ this is a
last memorable occasion for
(graduates) to go through,”
said Sue Willemsen, admin
istrative assistant at the Dean
of Students Office. “Students
are excited. I have been work
ing with commencement for
many years and I get excited
to see students get excited. Its
coming to an end; its hard to
leave Grand Valley and I’m

A bubbly send-off: President Thomas Haas celebrates the final chapter of graduating seniors’
college careers with his traditional toast yesterday night.

GV alumni open
first hostel in GR

GV acts in compliance with FOIA laws
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

BY CARLY SIMPSON
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

In December 2013, Grand Rapids was dubbed the 2014 top
travel destination in the country by Lonely Planet, an interna
tional travel website. After this announcement, Grand Valley
State University alumni Matt Knaack and Tom Damitio knew
it was time to start Stay Hostel, which will be the first hostel
in the city.
“When I moved out here I loved the beer culture, being by
the water, the four seasons-kind of everything,” Damitio said.
“With Stay Hostel we can provide a service and bring more
people to the city that we love.”
A hostel provides inexpensive accommodations for travel
ers. People can rent a bed for one night or several. Knaack and
Damitio believe their business will be an alternative for people
who do not want to stay in a hotel, cannot afford to or want to
experience a different side of the city.
“The entrepreneurial spirit of Grand Rapids, it’s so progres
sive,” Knaack said. “A lot of people are trying to set up their
own little shops locally and we want to be a part of it.”
On Tuesday, the pair launched their crowdfunding cam
paign on Indiegogo, a web platform used to generate funds
for various campaigns such as political candidates, nonprofit
organizations, philanthropic events and start-up companies.
Stay Hostel needs $50,000 for opening costs and the first six
months of operation. So far, Knaack and Damitio have raised
about $1,600 on Indiegogo. The crowdfunding campaign will
end May 30.
Donors will receive “perks” based on the amount they
SEE HOSTEL ON A5

In August 2013, the
Obama Administration an
nounced that it would be
putting together a list of col
leges that ranks universities
based on their value for their
students’ dollar. The Student
Press Law Center requested
that the government consider
how readily universities share
information with the public
as one of the measures.
Officials at Grand Val
ley State University said that
compared to other schools,
GVSU has information read
ily available to anyone who
seeks it.
“I think we’re way ahead of
that curve,” said Matt McLogan, vice president for uni
versity relations. “We’ve been
publishing an accountability
report for eight years with al
most 40 measures on how
the university performs and
how students perform while
they’re here.”
McLogan
said
GVSU
makes much of its informa-
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With information read
ily available online, McLogan
said the university rarely gets
Freedom of Information Act
requests.
“Michigan has a robust
Freedom of Information Act,”
he said. “If their questions are
still not answered, they can
ask — just call the depart
ment. Hardly anyone would
have to use that process.”
University Counsel Tom
Butcher said that for the

tion available online, such as
budgets, security and crime
statistics, collective bargain
ing agreements, and reverse
transfer agreements with
community colleges.
“Depending on the data,
(there are) explanations on
how and what we do,” he
said. “It’s on annual audited
financial statements — which
are about 80 pages — on how
and why we spend and what
our practices are.”

2012-2013 fiscal year, the
university received 89 FOIA
requests, and so far for the
fiscal year 2013-2014, it has
received 40 FOIA requests.
In the calendar year of 2013,
there were a total of 64 re
quests.
While some informa
tion may be available online,
these statistics contrasted
with McLogan’s statement
SEE FOIA ON A5

For mind and soul: The children involved in the Art Buddies program, through which Grand Valley State University students provide mentorship, create different art pieces based on the theme
decided by the GVSU student. Art education majors are able to apply their classroom knowledge during this collaborative experience.

Art education majors mentor students with learning disabilities
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI@LANTHORN.COM

According to the National
Center of learning Disabilities,
students with learning disabili
ties retain information better
by incorporating the arts with
academics. It was also reported
that these individuals are ex
ceptional artists and, accord

ing to Grand Valley State Uni
versity art education professor
Katalin Zaszlavik, youths with
learning disabilities are just
that: exceptional.
In 2003, GVSU professor
Catherine
Timmermannis
partnered with Rockford Pub
lic Schools to create a hands-on
teaching experience for future

special needs teachers in art
called Art Buddies. Two classes
make up the Art Buddies pro
gram, which assigns two to
three exceptional students to
one GVSU student.
“As part of their first art ed
ucation courses, it is important
to expose my students to a va
riety of experiences where they

szlavik said.
The relationships created
through the program radiate
an impact outside of the class
room, said Rockford teacher
Amanda Cavazos.
“The program has instilled a
greater confidence in many

four projects alongside their
mentors.
“Art buddies bring their own
voice, idea and visual solution
to the same big idea or theme
and avoid a cookie-cutter or
one-fits-all, art-making activity,
which is quite an undermining
pedagogical practice but some
times might be necessaryf Za

can observe work with their fu
ture audience, (which are) K-12
students; among these will be
students with special needs,”
Zaszlavik said.
The program allows the
GVSU students to design a les
son plan and adapt it to their
art buddies. Throughout the
year, the art buddies produce

SEE ART BU0DIES ON A2
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A? NEWS
COMMENCEMENT
CONTINUED FROM A1
Kirkhof College of Nursing. The ceremony at 3 p.m. will hon
or those graduating from the College of Education, the Brooks
College of Interdisciplinary Studies and the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences.
Although the exact number of seniors who are walking in
Commencement will not be known until after GradFest wraps
up this Thursday, Willemsen estimates that the numbers will be
similar to last years winter Commencement Ceremony, with
more than 3,000 students walking in both ceremonies total.
“There are not too many differences (between each ceremo-

SHOW THAT YOU CARE
GET TESTED TODAY.
April is GYT (Get Yourself Tested)
Month. $50 STD testing package
available at Planned Parenthood of
West and Northern Michigan health
centers. Eight locations including
Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Tra'
City and Wyoming. Make an
appointment today.

ppwnm.org

Planned
Parenthooc
matter

% @GVLNEWS
ny),” Willemsen said. “Each year we get a little bigger and a little
bigger because we have more eligible students. More students are
walking than we’ve had in the past. We probably have around 65
percent of students graduating who walk. Its a nice ceremony
downtown... their families are proud of them, and so are we as
Grand Valley staff’
Each Commencement Ceremony features a guest speaker
who will receive an honorary doctorate. The speakers are se
lected based on recommendations reported to an honorary de
gree committee. Members then vote on who will receive these
degrees, and the list is then approved by the president and Board
of Trustees. This year, the first speaker will be Lawrence J. Korb
during the morning ceremony.
“He’s got quite an impressive resume,” said Ten Losey, special
assistant to the president and secretary of the Board of Trustees.
“He’s served as the Assistant Secretary of Defense (from 1981
to 1985). He’s certainly had a distinguished career... that is why
(speakers are) nominated.”
The afternoon speaker will be Naana Jane Opoku-Agyeman,
the current Minister for Education in Ghana, a country with
which GVSU has a study abroad exchange program.
The Office of Student Life takes an active role in planning
the commencement ceremonies, from designing the programs
to scripting out what people onstage say. The office also oversees
staging, curtains, lighting and miccing all those speaking, as well
as making sure the graduates process in the correct fashion. The
office strives to make sure that the ceremony is a positive memo
ry for those graduating.
“Its tricky when we do two ceremonies in one day,” Tibbe said.
“This one is a pretty standard ceremony, but you have to remem
ber that if you’re the one walking across stage, to you its spectacu
lar. We realize that, that’s why we would never say it’s just another
Commencement. It’s theirs to remember Grand Valley and take
Grand Valley with them for the rest of their lives. We want to
make that a positive experience in any way we can.”

what.
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GV ranks high in national recycling contest
In the nationwide Recyclemania competition, Grand Valley
State University ranked first in the state and placed in the
top 35 nationwide (for universities with more than 20,000
students) in the composting and waste minimization catego
ries. The eight-week competition works to reduce waste and
increase student awareness about the importance of recycling.
GVSU placed 34th in the nation, up from 46th place last year.
School of Engineering to host Project Day
Grand Valley State University's Project Day will be held on
April 17 in the Kennedy Hall of Engineering on the Pew Cam
pus from 10 a.m. until noon. The event will feature a product
that reduces the number of bugs that enter your home, an un
manned air vehicle that observes forest fires without putting
a pilot in danger, and nearly 40 other projects by GVSU stu
dents. The College of Engineering and Computing is hosting
the event to show how engineering is relevant to everyday life.
New Music Ensemble to launch park concert series
The Grand Valley State University New Music Ensemble is re
turning to the national stage with the launch of its Music in
Our Parks Project. With two years of planning, the ensemble
commissioned composers to create music inspired by national
parks in the southwest, where the ensemble will perform the
pieces April 29 through May 4. The ensemble will present its
program over a 10-day period across 4,000 miles, perform
ing at 13 indoor and outdoor concert venues at five different

ART BUDDIES
CONTINUED FROM A1
of the students. They are
proud of their work and they
have an increased self-esteem,”
Cavazos said. “This art class has
increased many of the students’
desire to learn more about art,
history and the cultures around
them.”
The purpose of the program
is to promote practicum, com
passion, open-mindedness and
advocacy.
“We learn a little bit of class
room management because
it is a different type of setting
where we have one student per
two to three art buddies. So we
kind of learn that this wouldn’t
be the real classroom, but it’s
just a great experience to have
a one-on-one relationship with
(the students),” said art educa
tion student Chelsea Sail. “We
learn to encourage students to
move along in their art-making
process. We learned an over
all relationship-building with

1.800.230.PLAN
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

your students and the impor
tance of having that connec
tion with them, and then they
trust you and that is what cre
ates great works together. It is
something you can’t get in a
huge classroom.”
Both Cavazos and Zaszlavik
hope to continue the program
and to possibly expand it to in
clude other schools in the area.
While the plans for expansion
are currently unknown, the
benefits produced by art bud
dies can be witnessed by all
involved
“My students live for art
class with the GVSU students,”
Cavazos said “They really feel
a part of the college scene, and
we all wish we could come out
more than three times a semes
ter.... The arts are so important
to students with disabilities be
cause they are unique learners
and the arts allow them to ex
plore their learning styles while
helping them be successful in
something other than book
work.”

southwest national parks. The full schedule can be found at
www.newmusicensemble.com.
Alumnus returns to GR for concert
Grand Valley State University alumnus Robert McFletcher will
partake in a concert titled "God, I Hope I Get It" at the Dogstory
Theater on April 28 from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Students can hear
a mix ranging from "Old Man River" to "Call Me, Maybe" for a
$5 cover. McFletcher will unite with local performers, including
a present GVSU student, for the performance.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthom.com.
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GV stands firm on no-weapons policy despite state laws
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM

At Grand Valley State Univer
sity, there is a strict no-weapon
policy on campus. Though it is
legal in Michigan to openly carry
a firearm or have a permit for a
concealed weapon, this is still not
allowed for anyone on the uni
versity campus.
Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assis
tant director of public safety, said
the GVSU student code specifi
cally prohibits any kind of weap

on on university property or on
university housing. Section 2.15
of the student code states that
“Possession or use of firearms,
firecrackers, explosives, toxic or
dangerous chemicals or materi
als; or anything that can be con
strued as a weapon that operates
based on spring, gas or air is not
permitted on university property
or in university housing at any
time.”
Though some students may
be advocates for allowing weap

ons on campus, Bart Merkle, vice
provost for student affairs and
dean of students, said he doesn’t
see the no-weapon rule being
overturned in the future.
“There has been conversation
about legislative changes, but
there have been no changes to
the university’s policy,” he said.
“It’s very straightforward, and
I don’t anticipate us changing
that unless we are forced to. I am
vehemently opposed to anyone
other than certified police offi

cers being able to carry guns on
campus"
If a student were to bring a gun
to class, even in a non-malicious
manner, DeHaan said the police
department should be called to
deal with the situation.
“If the weapon was not dis
played and they were not com
mitting a state crime, they would
be asked to remove it from cam
pus,” he said. “In the student
code, individuals are responsible
for the student code. That being

said, if we have students who vio
late the student code, a judicial
referral would be filed with the
Dean of Students Office for a vio
lation.”
Merkle said he would handle
the situation from there, but he
couldn’t say specifically how
the person would be disciplined
since the situation has never oc
curred before.
“We have not had cases like
SEE OPEN CARRY ON A5

BY DUANE EMERY

and William Morison cre
ated the course to offer
If you are ready to be the experience of running
come an editor of an es a professional journal in a
tablished academic jour classroom setting. Editors
nal, then HST 410: History have to solicit papers from
Journal is all for you. This students, process peer re
class at Grand Valley State views and make decisions
University puts students on what papers to accept
in charge of running the for publication.
“It runs like an actual
Grand Valley Journal of
research journal. The stu
History.
“It’s a really nontradi- dents created the infra
tional format,” said Marcee structure to make it run,”
Morison said.
Wardell,
the
Although
current editorthe
journal
in-chief of the
is run by the
journal.
class, it doesn’t
Wardell,
only
publish
who is major The students
the work
of
ing in writing, created the
those students.
said the skills
who
she gained from infrastructure Anyone
the class were to make it run. is interested in
being published
invaluable
to
can submit
a
her. Scrutiniz WILLIAM MORISON
research paper
ing the work HISTORY PROFESSOR
as long as it is
of others, she
historically ori
said, has helped her to find
ented. The journal is very
faults in her own writing.
“In the class, you learn particular as it only pub
how to analyze critically lishes two papers in the fall
other people’s work. You semester, but the benefits
can see what works and ofsubmission are worth
what doesn’t and learn the effort.
“It can give students
from that,” she said.
The class teaches more much deeper feedback than
likely getting in
than lessons on editing, they’re
though. Wardell said her their classes. They can im
time as editor taught her prove their work to a much
Morisonl
leadership,
organization higher rv level,”
said. “That can be benefit-,
and publication skills. She
iiil ifthry are going into a!
added that the hands-on
approach to the class would graduate program because
be beneficial to students in a higher level of scrutiny
provides higher caliber
all disciplines.
“After a few weeks, it work for a writing sample.”
The journal has already
was completely studentrun,” Wardell said. “For been useful for promoting
students going into an aca undergraduate research. Its
demic field, this is a start articles have been viewed
more than 10,000 times,
for that.”
GVSU history profes
sors
Jeremiah
Cataldo
SEE JOURNALS ON A5
DEMERY@LANTHORN.COM

In solidarity: Participants in the Child Abuse Prevention Panel discuss their field work that requires interaction with children
subject to abuse. Grand Valley State University hosted the panel as part of Child Abuse Awareness Month.

Panel at GV raises child abuse awareness

with Band-Aid solutions, our legacy
of impact is based on a preventative
At a Child Abuse Prevention Panel approach, and it’s working.”
The panel consisted of five spe
on April 16, it was said that one in six
children experience neglect or abuse. cialists who spoke about different as
The panel started off Grand Valley pects of child abuse and neglect and
State University’s acknowledgement what can be done to promote aware
ness and bring an end to these atroci
of Child Abuse Awareness Month.
“There are more than 11,000 re ties.
Sarah Boucher, director of busi
ports of child abuse and neglect each
year in Kent County,” said Bryana ness development for Starr Disability
Hopkins, the volunteer manager at Advocates, addressed the myths sur
Family Futures, which hosted the rounding child abuse and neglect.
“One myth is that children who
panel.
Family Futures is an organization are abused did something to deserve
that works to prevent child abuse and it. Many children believe this, but it
is never the victim’s fault,” Boucher
neglect.
“As a mission and data driven or said.
Lori Marthens, a former foster
ganization, we help to shape a com
munity that protects children from parent of almost 50 foster children,
abuse and neglect,” Hopkins said. reminded the audience of the human
“Rather than responding to problems ity of those who suffer from abuse by
:------------------------------------------------------

BY GABRIELLA PATTI
G PATTI @ LANTHORN.COM

sharing the stories of trauma many of
her foster children have to live with.
Marthens said she fostered a
young child who was hit so hard by
his mother that his optic nerve was
severed.
“He looked like a prizefighter,”
Marthens said. “When 1 picked him
up, I did my best to hold it together
for this little guy, but I ended up cry
ing the whole drive home.”
Child Protective Services, a part
of the state department, works on
cases like these and helps to deter
mine what the best steps are to take
for the protection and well-being of
the child.
“There are several central call
centers where concerned persons —
family, friends, neighbors, school
SEE CHILD ABUSE ON A5

Act on Racism, ReACT! use theatre to fight bias
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM

An act of discrimination is
commonly the result of prej
udicial treatment in regard
to one’s race, gender or age,
among other factors. How
ever, it is not always based on
a single category. Unknow
ingly, these classifications
often meet at an intersection,
a point where judgments on
these grounds merge. It is
also the place where the stu
dent groups Act on Racism
and ReACT! connect.
“Act Up: Dialogues Abut
Oppression” showcased the
first collaborative perfor
mance of the two Grand
Valley State University the
atre groups in part of “In
tersections.” The combined
series of programs was orga

nized by the Women’s Cen
ter, LGBT Resource Center
and Office of Multicultural
Affairs to recognize and cel
ebrate intersecting identities
on campus.
The event was based on
the concept of intersectionality, the study of intersecting
forms of oppression and dis
crimination regarding race,
class, gender and sexuality.
“These are categories of
difference that we sort our
selves and sort each other
into,” said Jennifer Stewart,
professor of sociology at
GVSU. “You’re either black
or white, gay or straight,
male or female, rich or poor.
That really hides the reality
of what we experience. It’s
also the case why we rec
ognize these categories as

different from each other.
Intersectionality is about the
idea where no one category
captures our experience.
Depending on what context
we’re in, sometimes race is
more important than gen
der. Other times, gender is
more important than race.”
The theme of the event
was to display the adjoining
of distinct personal classifi
cations that lead to systems
of oppression. The message
was also delivered through
the live performance.
ReACT! is a student group
that is in partnership with the
Women’s Center and is fund
ed by the Violence Against
Women Act Grant. The stu
dents involved use interactive
theatre to peer educate about
assault and relationship vio

lence based on real-life stories ing into it because you get to
and research. Corresponding be around females, right?”
ly, Act on Racism uses theatre
Another skit expounded
to showcase real-life experi on victim blaming in re
ences to discuss
gard to rape and
manifestations of
sexual assault. It
showed the ac
race and racism.
tors questioning
The
two
a rape victim
groups
com We bring
asking,
“Well,
bined their spe
what were you
cializations
to skits that
wearing? Were
highlight both have been
you
drunk?
real-life
situa
tions and social researched...
Were you with
people
you
trends in the
knew?” Togeth
form of skits. ALU METZ
THEATRE PROFESSOR
er, the groups
One particular
displayed a bal
act covered the
topics of stereotyping gen ance between intensity and
der roles considering aca levity.
“In both of these groups,
demic majors. In the sketch,
a student posed the ques we are dealing with theatre
tion, “Wait, you’re a guy and and scenes, which made
a nursing major? You’re go perfect sense to partner up
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with another group that
exercises theatre,” said Alii
Metz, educational theatre
professor. “We bring skits
that have been researched
and studied, and they incor
porate their own personal
life stories to the group and
bring them to life through
performance.”
The two groups used this
platform to inspire thought
and dialogue.
“These two groups have
these performances and
it is so life-infusing,” said
Mary-Louise Ott, an audi
ence member. “The stories
are unbelievable. The sto
ries and the dialogue these
groups create are so truth
ful and so honest. Out there
in the world, it’s not always
truthful and honest.”
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How to be a socially responsible millennial

BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER@LANTH0RN.COM

Many of us are members
of the millennial generation.
As such, were accused of
many crimes, egocentrism
being one of them.The “me
me me” generation, they call
us. We’re at the center or our
own worlds, independent so
lar systems revolving around
“me”-centered social media
platforms like Facebook,

Twitter, and Snapchat. As
much as we may want to resist
such labels, to say ‘that’s not
me,’ some of these critiques
are apt. Here are some ways
you can avoid representing
our generation at its worst, by
following the unspoken rules
of social media etiquette.
First off, watch how much
you’re bragging about your
own accomplishments. Once
in a while, it’s fine. You got
into a prestigious graduate
program? Just got an awe
some new job? Great, we
know you well enough to
have added you as a “friend,”
so go ahead, keep us posted
on these major life events. But
we don’t need to know every
time you get a 96% on essay.

We don’t need to know that
your professor stopped you
after class to compliment you
on your professional attitude.
We don’t need an update ev
ery. single, time, you go to the
gym.
For the love of God.
Hold strong to your intrin
sic motivation. You know you
did good and that should be
enough. You’re proud, now
internalize it, and move for
ward. Don’t try to sneak your
bragging in as a side-note in a
joke or long-winded anecdote
either. We can see through
this thinly-veiled cry for rec
ognition, and we don’t appre
ciate it.
What may be worse than
less-than-subtle-egoist
is

the constant-complainer. If
you had a shitty day, Facebook shouldn’t be your go
to means of catharsis. As a
general rule of thumb, you
probably shouldn’t be posting
Facebook statuses longer than
your thumb. If you’re posting
more than one of these rants
per week, odds are someone
out there (or many someones)
have blocked you. No more
vague cryptic statuses relying
on impersonal pronouns like
“I swear to God, I’m not going
to put up with it anymore. I’m
better than this.” What does
that even mean?
I’m sorry you had a crappy
day, genuinely, I am, but post
ing all about it to the public
means you want everybody
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WHAT IS YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT LAKER
MEMORY FOR THIS SCHOOL YEAR?

Should GVSU invest more in interdisciplinary
events?

gives people an excuse to
send selfie-play-by-plays of
their mundane lives. “Sitting
at the bus stop!” “Me and my
cat!” “Dinner at Applebees!
Yum!”
Please, I’m begging you.
Just stop.
Social media has blurred
the lines between personal
and private life. The larger
these platforms get, the small
er the world shrinks. This may
sound harsh, but what I’m
asking is for you to take ten
seconds pre-post to ask your
self, “Does anyone else care?”
If the answer is no, don’t post
it. If your Mom is the only one
who will care, send her a text,
or a phone call, or a personal
Snapchat.

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

If you could redo this school year, would you do
anything differently?
LOG ON & VOTE

YES - 86%

"A tie between Steve Aoki and
going camping in Grandville."

else to feel equally crappy, at
least for the ten seconds they
spend reading your status. I
have 700 Facebook friends,
650 of whom are loose ac
quaintances at best. If you’re
struggling, find a close friend
to talk to, find a therapist, but
the next step should be find
ing some self-restraint and
self-respect. Stop burdening
the whole technosphere with
your sorrows.
New media platforms like
Instagram and Snapchat Sto
ries have only made this self
salesmanship worse. I love
Snapchat, don’t get me wrong;
there’s nothing better than
sending your friends stupid
pictures of your face that only
last 3 seconds. But the Story

NO - 14%
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PARTING WORDS

ALEC PORTH
Freshman
Undecided
Romeo, Mich.

This school year has presented us many learning opportunities both in and out of the
classroom. We want to share with you the advice we've received and given.

"Presidents' Ball was a great
experience. I definitely recom
mend students go next yearl"

TERRANCE SHORTER
Junior
Broadcasting
Detroit, Mich.

"Going to the Presidents' Ball.
It was live!"

JAMAL STALLINGS
Junior
Information Systems
Chicago, III.

he time has almost come. Stu
dents, faculty and staff, about
one more week and you’ve made
it through another (perhaps your last)
academic year. Congratulations!
We just want to give you a little ad
vice before you start your summer —
sort of a culmination of all the advice
and opinions we’ve given and received
throughout the year.
First, be willing to tolerate, respect
and eventually work with people
who are different from you. Grand
Valley State University departments,
organizations and students demon
strated positive responses to diversity
many times throughout the year with
various events, such as the Teach In
or different town hall meetings. They
showed that acknowledgment and ac
ceptance of diversity is important to
the success of our college community
— and the greater world community.

So lesson No. 1: Get used to diver
sity, and learn to appreciate it. This is
important not only for dreaded group
projects, but also for your future
workplace. Do you know what people
are called when they can’t or won’t
work with other people? Unem
ployed.
Second, don’t be afraid to chal
lenge what is currently in place. This
goes for every aspect of your life.
Whether it’s university policies or
how something is done in the work
place, don’t be afraid to initiate con
versation about a controversial topic.
Do you know what people are called
when they complain about something
but do nothing to change it? Whin
ers. So lesson No. 2: Don’t wait for
someone else to act. Be the catalyst of
change, and encourage others to join
you. But even if you are alone, don’t
be afraid to speak up for a cause you

believe in.
Finally, take some time for your
self. You’ve just made it through
almost four months of homework,
more than 200 sleepless nights, and
five exams. We know you’ve all got
summer jobs, internships and future
careers to worry about, but we are
asking you to take a day or two off
first. GVSU is sandwiched between
Grand Rapids, recently named the
top place to travel to in 2014, and
Lake Michigan, often referred to as
the golden shore. You picked a great
location to go to school, so take ad
vantage of that and go try something
new. Celebrate a little. Do you know
what people are called who take the
time to relax, explore and adventure?
Happy.
Thanks for sticking with us this
year, Lakers. Here’s to a great summer,
and we’ll see you again in the fall.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I CHRISTY SPIELMAN

"My best memory is meeting
friends that I can always count
on and never will have to
worry about negative things."

TROY SHOEMAKER
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering
Benton Harbor, Mich.
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Forking out the cash to graduate

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthoms opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The lanthom will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted

to the Grand Valley Lanthoms
YourSpace page
by emailing
community@lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for danty
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We'll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
t

BY RICK LOWE
RLOWE@LANTHORN.COM

I stopped by Gradfest
earlier and stood there pe
rusing the sign outside the
room for a minute or two
before someone just inside
the door ushered me in and
had me sit down at a com
puter to take a survey (half
of the questions on it didn’t
even apply to me). Then I
went over to the “Dean of
Students” desk and prepared
to get my tickets, but was
told that until I purchase my
cap ‘n gown, I can’t get tick
ets.
Now see... I walked in
there knowing that a cap
and gown for a Bachelor’s
recipient ran $31.50, and
unfortunately didn’t bring

that much money in with
me. I didn’t see anything
that offered a rental option
beforehand either, but...
you know, just hear me out:
I’ve graduated before, so it’s
not like I’m being cultureshocked into this.
I mean, where else am I
going to wear it? This is Prom
Queen crap here—forking
over an (in my opinion) ob
scene amount of money for
something that I’m going to
wear one time in my entire
life. No really: think about
any reason you might re
wear your cap ‘n gown after
graduation. Now stop think
ing about it, because its goin’
in your closet and it’s never
cornin’ out. Don’t lie.
I don’t know... am I be
ing a cheapskate? I don’t
think I am. Think about it: in
six months I’m going to start
giving the university every
cent to my name, and then
some. GV’s already getting
it all anyway, so why bother
to gouge me for even more?
Am I incorrect in assuming
that this university is profit1

able, that the revenues from
tuition, campus dining and
living, textbook sales, dona
tions, used textbook stealbacks I MEAN buy-backs...
basically, isn’t GV’s budget
in a surplus each year? I
guess what I’m asking is this:
why are we required to pay
for our graduation gowns?
Why can’t we just rent them?
Don’t give me that line about
“borrowing” or using an old
gown, either—what if your
school colors didn’t involve
blue? What if it’s locked in
storage somewhere? What if
there was a house fire? What
if you put on fifty pounds
since high school? What if
you’re a non-traditional who
didn’t finish high school (it
happens)?
Graduation’s great and
all, but get past all the hype
and the smiles and people
telling you how proud they
are, past the whole degree
thing. It’s one thing when I
plunk down roughly $40 on
a new chair, a piece of fur
niture that I’ll sit on very
often, because I do it by

T1

choice and I’m going to get
my money’s worth out of it
(it was a graduation gift to
myself). It’s another thing
entirely to fork over $30 for
something that I’m going to
use one time to parade my
self for less than two min
utes across a stage. I griped
about it on Facebook and a
friend of mine said that one
day, my kids might want to
see it. Forgive me friend, and
I mean no offense, but that’s
a pretty lousy excuse for that
price tag.
Am I complaining about
something that I shouldn’t
or don’t need to be com
plaining about, or are there
other people out there who
are also none too happy
about the price tag? Tell you
what: I’d be perfectly fine
with renting the thing for
the day and bringing it back
ASAP: a one time lump sum
of anywhere between $5-10,
a one time usage. Am I mak
ing sense? Would that put
you in the red, GV? Because
if it wouldn’t, then I don’t see
why it’s not a reality.

♦•• • • •
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F0IA
CONTINUED FROM A1
that FOIAs were hardly
ever filed.
“FOIA requests are rare
because we are very open
around here,” he said. “It
is generally available by re
quest. We might get one a

OPEN CARRY
CONTINUED FROM A3

Lasting difference: Akshay Sarathi, a GVSU graduate, was editor-in-chief and founder of the
Grand Valley Journal of History. Students in the HST 410: History Journal run the journal now.

on a national scale.
“We’ve gotten submis
sions from Purdue, Ball
State, colleges I’ve never
even heard of,” Wardell
said.
Both professors also
think the format of the
class could expand outside
the scope of history, and
Wardell agreed.
“It could be adopted by
other disciplines as a way

of showing the best work
our students are doing,”
she said.
HST 410 is offered in the
fall semester and the Jour
nal of History is published
online. If students would
like to read it or submit a
research paper for pub
lication, the journal can
be found at scholarworks.
gvsu.edu/gvjh.

the hostel-warming party
and will get a voucher to
CONTINUED FROM A1
stay at the hostel for 14
contribute. The listed non-consecutive days.
perks range from $ 1 to $2,000
Knaack and Damitio
donations. People who do said they have gotten a lot
nate $5 will have an abstract of support from the com
portrait of their
munity, howev
face drawn. The
er, many people
portraits will be
have miscon
posted to the
ceptions about
Stay Hostel
hostels.
People
Facebook page
“People are
are really
and the original
really unedu
drawings will be uneducated
cated on hos
used to create
tels in general,”
on hostels...
a mosaic at the
Damitio said.
hostel.
“They
think
MATT KNAACK
For $25, a do GVSU ALUMNUS
they’re unreg
nor will receive
ulated,
dirty,
a one night stay
party spots. It’s
at the hostel for half price. very frustrating but we’re
The first person to make a working on it.”
$2,000 donation will get to
Stay Hostel will not al
name the bunkroom. He/ low people to walk in past
she will also be invited to 8 p.m. In addition, all res

ervations will be made on
line and walk-in reserva
tions will not be allowed.
There will be separate male
and female bunkrooms,
and private rooms for peo
ple who want more privacy.
Knaack and Damitio are
currently looking at several
locations for the hostel. They
plan on reflecting the atmo
sphere of Grand Rapids in
their business through local
art and community events.
“We want to involve the
community however we
can, whether it’s having
events at the hostel, movie
night or helping someone
fundraise,” Damitio said.
“We want to promote the
entrepreneurial spirit.”
For more information
visit www.stayhostel.org
or follow @stayhostelgr on
Twitter.

tigue or listlessness, fall
asleep in class, steal or
hoard food, beg from class
mates or report that no
caretaker is at home.
“In addition to the in
herent benefits of prevent
ing the abuse and neglect
of children, there are also
economic benefits to pre
vention,” Hopkins said.
Boucher agreed, saying
that child maltreatment
costs the nation as much
as $250 million each day,
or about $94 billion each
year. Prevention focused
programs such as Family
Futures cost a fraction of

this total amount.
Services like Family Fu
tures work directly with
the families to prevent
abuse and neglect with the
hope that the families can
be educated and rehabili
tated so they can stay to
gether.
“Prevention is impor
tant because it is possible,”
Hopkins said. “Child mal
treatment is not inevitable.
When parents and caregiv
ers know what to expect
and how to create safe and
nurturing environments,
their children can thrive.”

JOURNALS
CONTINUED FROM A3
but Morison said he
would like to see it expand.
“There’s a pretty broad
range of topics, but non
western topics haven’t been
covered as much,” he said.
Morison and Wardell
hope the journal continues
to gain exposure to bring
in even more submissions

HOSTEL

CHILD ABUSE
CONTINUED FROM A3
and medical profes
sionals (mandated report
ers) — can call to report
child abuse or neglect,”
said Lenair Correll, a social
work therapist with D.A.
Blodgett - St. John’s. “Abuse
can be reported by either a
child or an adult.”
Correll also addressed
different ways to identify
abuse based on physical
and behavioral indicators.
For example, children ex
periencing physical neglect
may regularly display fa

GV to host exercise science ‘

14

At Grand Valley State University exer
cise science is the fifth largest major with
1,002 undergraduate students. To com
plete the program students are required
to complete a 300 to 600 hour internship.
To help highlight internship opportuni
ties the Career Center and Movement Sci
ence Department are hosting the Exercise
Science Internship and Career Expo this

that go though our disci
pline system,” Merkle said. “It
would have to go through the
hearing process and whether
they denied it or admitted to
it and assign a sanction.”
Though there has never
been a case of a student
bringing a weapon to class,
DeHaan said there have
been rare occasions where
officers have come across
weapons in vehicles on
campus.
“If a student has a con
cealed pistol license but
they bring it on campus,

they are asked to take it it’s absolutely ridiculous to
off campus. And the same consider doing that. I re
holds true for
spect
others’
any visitors,” he
views, but I am
strong in my
said.
In the future,
belief. It would
Merkle said he
not improve the
I think it's
hopes the uni
security of our
versity
never absolutely
community, and
changes, or is
I will do every
ridiculous to
never
forced
thing 1 can to
to change, the consider (it).
oppose the ex
weapon policy
tension of weap
at GVSU — or BART MERKLE
ons onto our
any other uni DEAN OF STUDENTS
campus.”
versity.
For more in
“I’m vehemently opposed formation on the weapons
to the concealed carry of policy, visit www.gvsu.edu/
weapons on any university dos/weapons-policy-25.
campus,” he said. “I think htm.

N0W0NLINE
CLASSES IN

OAKLAND AND MACOMB
COUNTIES AND ONLINE

REGISTRATION FOR GUEST STUDENTS

IS NOW OPEN
Summer I (8 weeks): May 5 - June 25
Summer II (8 weeks): June 30 * August 20
Summer III (full summer, 16 weeks): May 5 - August 23

oakland.edu/summer

Friday from 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the
Grand River Room in the Kirkhof Center.
The event will feature more than 90 exer
cise internships. Employers will be avail
able to talk with students about careers in
cardiac rehab, fitness, employee wellness,
strength and conditioning and recreation,
among other things.

ff

response an additional 10
business days. Some infor
mation is excluded from
being open to the public,
such as student records or
test answer keys.
To file a FOIA request,
visit
www.gvsu.edu/pur-i
chasing/freedom-of-information-act-32.htm.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES IS

", expo

EATINGi
MADE
EASY

month, and that would be
a lot. We follow the law in
terms of when and how we
must reply; it has laws and
we follow them."
Butcher said the laws
for FOIA requests require
a response within five busi
ness days but that the pub
lic body can extend the

OAKLAND
UNIVERSITY

READY FOR FALL?
Sign up for your
Fall Meal Plan at

GVSUFOOD.com

ft)
V
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BACK TO SCHOOL SO SOON?
ScHoolboy Q brings West Coast sound to a West Michigan stage
BY DAVID SPECHT
DSPECHT©LANTHORN COM

While lakers have likely spent the
last few days struggling to stay awake
during their fellow classmates’ final pre
sentations, there’s one last schoolboy set
to present this week whose subject mat
ter might be a bit more provocative.
Since dropping his third studio al
bum, “Oxymoron,” in February, South
Central lx* Angeles rapper ScHoolboy
Q has been on an international tour to
promote the album’s release. The tour’s
next stop is at The Orbit Room in Grand
Rapids on April 19. The show is open to
all ages, and the doors open at 6:30 p.m.
While some critics were on the fence
with his slightly scatterbrained 2012 al
bum, “Habits & Contradictions,” Q has
redeemed himself with a more bold,
confident sound on “Oxymoron” —
which debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard
200. Vivid lyrics are complemented by
Q’s raspy voice, making for a memorable
experience.
On some of the album’s hit singles
such as “Break the Bank” and “Hoover
Street,” Qs uncompromised authenticity
allows for the sound of‘90s gangsta rap
to shine through.
Nate Smith, a senior at Grand Valley
State University and fan of ScHoolboy
Q, said “Oxymoron” is Qs best album to
date and will make for a solid live per
formance.
“I think ScHoolboy Q’s success can
be attributed to a combination of a
couple of really good singles and being

the head of Top Dawg Entertainment,”
Smith said. “With acts like Kendrick La
mar and Ab-Soul in your roster, it’s hard
not to get noticed.”
Accompanying Q on Saturday will
be Long Beach rapper Vince Staples and
TDE label-mate Isaiah Rashad, who re
cently participated in the TDE Cypher
during the 2013 BET Hip Hop Awards.
Both of the supporting artists released
mixtapes earlier this year and are ex
pected to perform numerous tracks
from these works.
While not that conceptual in regard
to the album’s storyline, “Oxymoron” is
built upon hard-hitting beats prepared
by high-profile producers including
Pharrell, Ihe Alchemist and Clams Ca
sino, making for a strong set list. Though
much of the album is comprised of cau
tionary street tales and contrite con
templation, stimulating songs such as
“Collard Greens” featuring label-mate
Kendrick Lamar and “What They
Want” featuring 2 Chainz demonstrate
Q’s ability to elegantly transition from
introspective tracks to those more partyoriented.
And after a long week of perhaps
less-than-stimulating student presenta
tions, Q’s upbeat tracks are exactly what
some Lakers are looking for.
“I’m mainly excited to go to ScHool
boy Q’s show to hear the beats that he
raps over,” said Emma Balliet, a junior at
GVSU. “He isn’t a lyrical genius by any
means, but his music is great to dance to Back to school: ScHoolboy Q will be bringing his West Coast style to Grand Rapids tomorrow for a concert in
and just enjoy yourself’
The Orbit Room. His album features many well-known artists, including Pharrell and The Alchemist.

4/19 Outdoor Farmers Market
Downtown Market. 435 Ionia Ave SW.
www.downtownmarketgr.com. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
4/17 Running Out of Ink Premiere Party
Kirkhof Center Rm. 2201.7 p.m.

4/19 Sabrosisimo & Latino Student Union Presents: Baila Conmigo
Pere Marquette Room 5:30 p.m.

4/17 Jazz Orchestra Concert
Louis Armstrong Theatre. 8 p.m.

4/19 Winter Senior Dance Concert
PAC 1600 7:30 p.m.

4/17 $5 Burger Night at Stella's Lounge. *Weekly event*
53 Commerce Ave SW. www.stellasgr.com. 6 p.m.

4/19 Beats Antique
The Intersection. $20 admission.
133 Grandville Ave SW. www.sectionlive.com. 8 p.m.

4/17 RECORD CLUB: Benefit Show for Well House
The Pyramid Scheme. $10 minimum suggested donation.
68 J^njgrgg Aj/e SW. www.py rgiriidscnemebar.com 7 p.m.
4/T8
Release! Violet McMiifse's Pale Wheat *
Grand Rapids Brewing Company. 1 Ionia Si SW. 4 p.m.
Senior Dance Concert
’AC 1600 7:30 p.m.
-

-

nil

'£

VSen concert
Center 8

4/20 Easter Sunday Brunch
Terra GR. 1429 Lake Drive.
www.terragr.com. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
4/20 Brick Road Pizza Co. Easter Brunch Buffet. $16.50 for adults.
1017 Wealthy StSE.
www.facebook.com/brickroadpizza. 11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
4/20 Easter Fun
Downtown Market 435 Ionia Ave SW.
www.downtownmarketgr.com. Noon

I

4/20 The Polish Ambassador
The Intersection. $20 admission.
133 Grandville Ave SW. www.sectionlive.com. 8 p.m.

E. Fresh
om. $30 admission and 21+.
ce Eastbrook Boulevard SE. 8 p.m.

GETTING BACK TO BASICS
School of Music curriculum finds possibilities in genres besides classical
BY MARY MATTINGLY

some ways.”
As the department has expanded to more
From the prominent Opera Theatre to the than 200 music majors, the program has also
acclaimed Symphonic Wind Ensemble, the grown to include jazz combos, musical theatre
Performing Arts Center at Grand Valley State productions and the New Music Ensemble.
University seems to be synonymous with the
“We diversify as much as we can but make
concept of classical music. But with the chang sure students are prepared at a base level,”
ing nature of today’s music industry, how does said Kevin Tutt, associate professor of music.
. this prepare music majors for the professional “Whether it’s classical or not is irrelevant to
world?
me. We start at the beginning (of music his
“To be a musician today is to know some- tory) because it makes sense. I certainly don’t
, thing about multiple idioms,” said John Schus have a bias against (other genres of music). The
ter-Craig, a music professor at GVSU. “You notion that one genre is better than another, I
don’t get to be a musician in the 20th century always ask, ‘Good for what?”’
• by focusing on one narrow topic. You have
Curriculum changes are proposed by fac
to (come from) a broader back
ulty members, which are then
ground.”
voted upon and implemented
In an age when the public’s sup
appropriately. Next year for the
first time, the program will offer
port of the arts is seemingly wan
ing, universities across the world
a history of opera course and a
history of rock course.
continue to train their students in There is a
“The positives (at GVSU)
the classical tradition of music. At
way to get a
are the New Music Ensemble,
GVSU, music majors learn classi
the Early Music Ensemble —
cal technique, theory and music well-rounded
we recently had some curricu
history while working toward a musician.
lum changes that gives students
Bachelor’s of Music, Bachelors of
Arts in music and Bachelors of DUTCHER SNEDEKER more exposure to chamber mu
sic,” Schuster-Craig said. “It’s
Music Education. To contend with STUDENT
not that we’ve done absolutely
the modern professional world, the
nothing. The jazz program has
question of expanding GVSU s cur
riculum to include other genres more promi been allowed to languish. We are in desperate
need in some areas... (for instruments such
nently has been raised.
The classical model consists of Western as) saxophone, percussionists, brass and key
music that was composed from the mid 18th board. All of these people ought to have more
century to the mid 20th century. While study exposure to jazz or more opportunities to play
ing this tradition helps students understand jazz. What we’re doing in that regard is very
other genres in a broader context, some worry frustrating for many of our students.”
that focusing on it can cause other genres to be
In today’s world, big ensembles such as
overlooked.
symphony orchestras and opera companies
“In recent times, with the pluralistic soci have run into financial difficulties. Technology
ety we live in, there’s a great deal of overlap is also changing how music is created, distrib
and fusion. It goes on between classical and uted and performed. In order to keep up with
current classical music, music from differ these changes, the curriculum must he flexible.
ent cultures and music that is more popular,”
“There’s no administration that says, ‘It
said Lisa Feurzeig, GVSU professor of music. must be this wayT Tutt said. “The curriculum
“Present-day composers may be writing classi is more like a garden that has been planted.
cal music of today and dip into rock or jazz.... And we are replanting each year. (The cur
It’s getting harder to say there’s good and bad riculum) certainly is preplanned but can be
music, or high and low art. That’s where I see changed.”
an argument for changing the curriculum in
There is also the issue that a non-diverse
>
i
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Making music: Elliot Plummer plays the Ttombone with the University Arts Chorale during the
reherasal of the upcoming Mozart concert in the Performing Arts Center.

education limits students’ job potential.
“We used to have a faculty jazz quartet that
would go out and try to recruit jazz students;
they’re not doing that anymore,” SchusterCraig said. “That’s my biggest frustration be
cause there are certain performance areas
where, if you don’t have the basics of how that
style works, it’s going to be a negative for you
when it comes to finding a job.”
GVSU student Dutcher Snedeker believes
that diversifying education falls largely to the
way teachers present it and the opportunities
that students seek out. A pianist, Snedeker is
comfortable within the classical tradition, but
is also an accomplished jazz pianist and ac
companist. He credits his proficiency in many
genres to his interest in them.
“There is a way to get a well-rounded musif

cian,” Snedeker said. “It’s up to the student not
to take everything at face value. I’m glad to see
student musicians who put groups together.”
Rather than dismissing classical music as
irrelevant, an appreciation for it can introduce
students to different genres.
“Classical music still has a place besides
new music,” Snedeker said. “People can get re
ally jaded and they’re like, ‘Why are we looking
at Mozart? He’s dead’.... People need to appre
ciate it more; they don’t have to like it.”
While budget limitations affect what the de
partment can expand, it is hoped that, armed
with the basics, students can meet today’s pro
fessional world head-on.
“Its not that great music or great art is dy
ing,” Schuster-Craig said. “Peoples tastes are
changing.”
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GV gives up 19 runs for first time in 41 years

GV announces
Hall of Fame Class

ASSISTANTSPORTS@
LANTHORN.COM
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On Tuesday, Grand Valley
State University Director of
AthleticsTim Selgo announced
that five former GVSU studentathletes will be inducted into
the Athletics Hall of Fame Class
of 2014.
The five members are Ni
cole Bayle (volleyball player,
2000-03), Callistus Eziukwu
(basketball player, 2005-08),
Barb
Hansen
(basketball
player, 1975-79), Bob Mitchell
(football player, 1987-1991),
and Mandi Zemba (track/cross
country athlete, 2002-07).
The alumni will be officially
inducted at the Hall of Fame
banquet on Oct. 10 at the Kirkhof Center.

Club team qualifies for
postseason play
After winning 12 of its
14 games this season, the
Grand Valley State University
women's club lacrosse team
clinched the fourth seed in the
Women's Collegiate Lacrosse
League (WCLL) Division II post
season.
GVSU, led by head coach
Dan Teskey, will square off
against Grove City College at
9 a.m. on Saturday at the Ulti
mate Soccer Arena in Pontiac,
Mich.

GUAC salutes four
Laker athletes
Four Grand Valley State
University
student-athletes
were awarded weekly GLIAC
honors this week.
Senior
first
baseman
Giancarlo Brugnoni (Baseball
"Player of the Week") hit his
40th and 41st career home
runs in his first at-bats in a
series at Walsh University. He
went 9-for-14 in five games last
week and notched 11 RBIs, a
1.143 slugging percentage and
a .762 on-base percentage. He
was also named the NCBWA
Hitter of the Week on Wednes
day.
Senior pole vaulter Kristen
Hixson (GLIAC Outdoor "Ath
lete of the Week") broke her
school record over the week
end when she cleared a height
of 4.23 meters.
Sophomore starter Lauren
Gevaart (Softball "Pitcher of
the Week") won all three of her
starts in Allendale against a trio
of conference opponents with
a combined ERA of 0.64.
Freshman midfielder Ryan
Skomial (Women's Lacrosse
"Athlete of the Week") scored
seven goals combined in a pair
of victories and had two as
sists. Additionally, she racked
up 10 ground balls — a single
game GVSU record — in a win
againstTiffin University.

GLIAC

STANDINGS
LACROSSE
4/17 vs Ursuline 5 p.m.
4/19 at Walsh 3 p.m.

TRACK & FIELD
4/17 at Mt. SAC Relays 8
p.m.
4/18 at Mt. SAC Relays 12
p.m.
4/18 at Brian Clay Invite 2
p.m.
4/18 vs Al Owens Classic
TBA
4/19 at Mt. SAC Relays 12
p.m.
4/19 at Beach Invite 2 p.m.
4/19 vs Al Owens Classic
TBA

BASEBALL
4/17 at SVSU 3 p.m.
4/18 at Lake Erie 1 p.m.
4/18 at Lake Erie 3:30 p.m.
4/19 at Lake Erie 12 p.m.

SOFTBALL
4/18 vsTiffin 3:30 p.m.
4/18 vsTiffin 5:30 p.m.
4/19 vs ODU 1 p.m.
4/19 vs ODU 3 p.m.

MEN'S GOLF
4/19 at GLIAC SSI (all day)
4/20 at GLIAC SSI (all day)

BY PETE BARROWS

The Grand Valley State
University softball team split
a doubleheader with Ashland
University on Wednesday af
ternoon, but walked home
from the games with a sensa
tion much more wholesome
and satisfying than having
kissed a sister.
GVSU (20-5, 9-1 GLIAC)
was 6-0 at home and had won
nine in a row entering the first
game of the twinbifi against
AU (29-20, 16-7 GLIAC), and
down 8-6 entering the top of
the seventh inning, was afford
ed an opportunity to extend
both streaks.
That was until the hot-hitting Eagles battered down the
floodgates with 11 runs, a total
that would have ended the game
in a mercy had it come pour
ing in two innings earlier, and
walked off with a 19-6 victory.
“Sometimes, it’s just not
your day and no matter what
happens, it all goes against
you,” GVSU coach Doug
Woods said. “And when its not
your day, it starts to stack up,
and you just want the game to
be over.”
The last time the Inkers gave
up 19 or more runs in a game
was in May 1973 - a 21 -16 loss
against Calvin College; Rich
ard Nixon had just been inau
gurated for his second term,
the designated-hitter rule had
just been implemented in Ma
jor League Baseball and cur

rent coach Doug ‘Doc’ Woods,
who has been commissioned
at GVSU for 38 years, was still
an athletic-training student at
the University of Toledo.
Sophomore Sara Andrasik
(9-4) started game one for the
Lakers, walked four, struck out
one, and was knocked around
for 17 hits and 11 earned runs.
Junior relief pitcher Sarah Wyse
didn’t fare much better and
gave up five hits, as well as five
earned runs in 1.1 innings of
work.
“Once we got in-between
games, we made a point to tell
the girls that sure, the game
wasn’t a thing of beauty, but
it’s over - lets go on,” Woods
said. “You just have to let it go.
Games like that are going to
happen, even if you don’t want
them to, and you just have to
wipe them completely from
your mind. Afterward, it’s a
new game where anything can
happen, and in game two, we
pulled it out.”
In game two, AU scored a
run per inning between the
fourth and sixth, leaving the
Lakers to once again attempt to
piece together a comeback.
The Lakers received a spark
of life from a 10-foot-2 home
run shot off the bat of fresh
man second baseman Jenna
Lenza’s bat that grazed the left
field foul pole on its way over
the chain-link fence in the top
of the sixth inning, but still
trailed 3-1 entering the sev
enth.
“We needed something to
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an Ashland University base runner. The Lakers lost 19-6, but won 5-3 the next game.

put a charge in us, and Jennas home run at-bat, I’m just lookhome run put a charge in the ing to get something started, to
team,” Woods said. “They got get something going,” Lenza
some bounces in the first game, said. “The next time up, I was
we got a few in the
just trying to hit
second, but we
behind the run
just continued to
ner, hoping that
play, understand
the ball was going
ing that we had
to fall.”
our work cut out ... the game
The ball did
for us.”
wasn't a thing fall, after hanging
With
run
up in the wind
ners on second of beauty, but
dramatically over
and third, Lenza it's over.
right-field
real
stepped to the
estate
between
plate with one DOUG WOODS
second and first
out and the game SOFTBALL COACH
Horvath scored,
Briauna Taylor ex
tied, tasked again
with making something hap tended both her GLIAC record
pen.
of hit-by-pitches (18) and the
Lenza once again obliged.
Laker lead — and GVSU took
“It’s tough when we’re hav game two by a score of 5-3.
ing a rough time, and have no
Junior
starter
Lauren
runs on the board, so with the Gevaart (9-0), who watched

\\ .

the first game from the bull- 1
pen, gave up 10 hits in seven'
innings, but allowed only three’
earned runs and struck out five’
in the win.
“My mental approach didn’t ’
change too much after seeing
the opening game, although ‘
I did have an idea of who to 1
pitch around,” Gevaart said.
“I only throw three pitches, so
it was adjustments like ‘don’t
throw her a change-up, stay'
low on her’ and as a team, I felt'
like we had settled in.”
Entering the seventh in-;1
ning of the second game of a
doubleheader Wednesday af
ternoon, Woods had said to his
team, “It ain’t over until the fat
lady sings, and she’s not sing
ing, yet,” — and they listened. ;
Indeed, the fat lady hasn’t"
sung, yet.
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Lakers cruise to third team victory in 22 days;
Shipley, Hartigan place in top five yet again at JBMF Cavalier Classic j
and it was set up a little bit
longer than most, which
After playing its last plays to our advantage,”
match of the fall season on coach Rebecca Mailloux
Oct. 29, the Grand Valley said. “This is the most
State University women’s hungry team I’ve ever had.
golf team heeded to the They want to win no mat
winter weather and moved ter what, and coming in
indoors
to
second is not
practice for the
acceptable.”
spring season.
The Lakers
Whatever it
shot a 628 (+32)
did during that
at the two-day
time certainly This is the
tournament
appears to be most hungry
to outpace the
paying
divi
runners-up,
dends in a big team I've ever Ashland Uni
way
because, had.
versity and the
since the start
University
of
of the spring REBECCA MAILLOUX Findlay, by 14
season, GVSU COACH
strokes.
has been on a
However, of
roll.
the 13 schools competing
The Lakers took home in the tournament, GVSU
first place in two of their was just one of two to see
first three outings of the its score worsen in the sec
spring campaign and most ond day of competition —
recently notched another but not for a lack of effort
team victory on Monday at from sophomore Gabrielle
the JBMF Cavalier Classic Shipley.
in North Canton, Ohio.
After shooting a nine“The course was tough, over 81 on the first day,
BY ADAM KNORR

AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

Shipley roared back on
the final 18 by carding a
tournament-best 73 (+1) to
finish in fourth place indi
vidually with a final score
of 154 (+10). She totaled
three birdies in the final
round to earn her fourth
top-five finish this spring.
After the first 18 holes,
GVSU sprung out to a de
cisive 17-stroke lead with
a team score of 309 (+21).
The first round was high
lighted by junior Kelly
Hartigan’s three-over 75,
the top score of any golfer
in the field.
Hartigan shot a 156
(+12) on day two to fin
ish in a three-way tie for
third place. Unlike Shipley,
Hartigan’s best day was her
first, shooting a three-over
par 75.
“The second day was
tougher because of the rain
and heavier gusts of wind,”
said Hartigan, who was
the 2013 GLIAC Women’s
SEE W. GOLF ON A8

\1 .

Mind over matter: Sophmore Gabrielle Shipley tees off at a
recent tournament. She placed top five at the JBMF Classic.
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GV rally falls two strokes shy at NCAA regional No. 4
Lakers finish second, Rider leads team in ninth place individually
BY LUCAS RAINS
LRAINS @ LANTHORN.COM

Golfing in Michigan at this time
of year is made difficult thanks
to Mother Nature. With just two
tournaments remaining before
the postseason begins, the Grand
Valley State University men’s golf
team has limited opportunities to
prepare.
After a tough opening round,
GVSU battled through the rainy
and windy final round on Monday
to finish second at the NCAA Re
gional No. 4 at the Purgatory Golf
Course in Noblesville, Ind. Wayne
State University won the team por
tion of the event.
“Today was one of our better
rounds of the spring,” senior Chris
Cunningham said. “We were able

to put together a good team round of practice this week, and we
today. Staying consistent with our were able to be out each day and
scores is something we can work practice for an extended period
of time,” Rider said. “I think that
on.”
On day one of the tournament, contributed to better scoring this
week.”
the Lakers were in
Sophomores Chris
14th place out of the
Beltzer and Tyler Polu30 teams participating,
lak finished with scores
but they remained just
of 78 and 79 respective
10 shots behind the Today was
ly after the first round.
leader.
one of our
Sophomore
Austin
Redshirt junior Jack
Eccleton capped off the
Rider led the GVSU better rounds
Lakers’ scores with an
squad with a team-best of the spring.
80 (+8).
one-over par 73, which
Monday’s
round
was good enough for CHRIS CUNNINGHAM
was made difficult be
ninth place. Cunning SENIOR
cause of rain, wind
ham, who was tied for
and cold temperatures.
21st with a score of 74,
However, GVSU recorded the best
was one stroke behind.
“We actually had a full week score of the day by finishing eight

I! I iTfill

strokes ahead of every other team ,
with a day-two score of 294 (+6). , i
“It was a very miserable day to
play golf today,” coach Don Under-,
wood said. “It was a pretty tough,
day, but we still made a pretty good,
jump.”
The Lakers ultimately fell just ,
short of winning the event, as they '
dropped two strokes behind WSU 4l;
with a team score of 598 (+22) over ,
the course of the two days.
Cunningham and Rider ended
the tournament tied for fourth
place individually and were named
to the all-tournament team.
Cunningham shot a one-over ,
73, which was the third-best score ,
on Monday. Rider scored a 74 (+2)
SEE M. GOLF ON A8
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SAFE: Briauna Taylor of the Grand Valley State University softball team attempts to tag out
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Lakers win sixth NCDA title
GV club outlasts SVSU, continues dynasty with back-to-back national championships
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

From 1990-1998, it was
the Chicago Bulls. From
1997-2008, it was the De
troit Red Wings. For the
better part of the last centu
ry, it was the New York Yan
kees. Since 2005, it’s been
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity club dodgeball team.
Dynasties, all of them.
GVSU won its second
National College Dodgeball
Association Championship
(NCDA) in as many years
over the weekend by beat
ing rival Saginaw Valley
State University 3-2 in the
championship match on
Sunday.
GVSU finished the year
with a 32-1 record. Its only
loss came to SVSU in the
regular season.
“At the start of the season,
we were thinking, ‘It’s time
to go back-to-back,”’ GVSU
senior and president Mark
Trippiedi said. “It worked
out perfectly to face (SVSU).
It’s almost poetic how sports
do that sometimes.”
While it’s true that one
good year does not make a
dynasty, GVSU has plenty
of other accolades on the
dodgeball court to support
the claim. Since the found
ing of the program in 2005,

GVSU has won six nation
als championships, includ
ing back-to-back victories
in the past two years.
The top-seeded Lakers
had a full schedule with six
games in two days after their
first-round bye, and after
advancing out of pool play,
they took on the University
of Maryland in the quar
terfinal round. The Lakers
found a way, then proceeded
to eliminate James Madison
University in the semis by a
resounding 5-0 score.
, Then, in a scene fit for
Hollywood,
the
Lakers
were slated to take on SVSU
for both in-state bragging
rights and an NCDA title.
In order to gain a point in
an NCDA game, a team must
eliminate all fifteen players
on the opposing squad. The
team with the most points at
the end of the second half is
declared the winner.
In the first of two
25-minute halves that make
up a game, the Lakers took
a commanding 3-0 lead.
GVSU notched the first
point of the match just five
minutes in, which seemed
to set the tone.
At halftime, the team
adjusted its game plan to
take on a more conservative
stance to avoid any poten-

W.G0LF
CONTINUED FROM A7
Golfer of the Year. “It made club selec
tion harder, but the first day put us in a
good position to still come out on top.”
Freshman Julie Guckien notched the
first top-10 finish of her collegiate career
with a two-day total of 158 (+14) to fin
ish ninth overall. The rookies emergence
has been a pleasant surprise to all, herself
included.
“I never really expected to be traveling
as much as I am, but I love it,” Guckien
said. “I have a blast every time I go with
the team, but it’s still a team effort. I’ve
Just been happy that I can contribute.”

DeJa vu: Grand Valley State University's club dodgeball team celebrates back-to-back national championshps. The Lakers
have established a dynasty in the sport by taking six titles since 2005.

tial Cardinal comeback at
tempts. SVSU made a bid,
though, and closed the gap
to 3-2 before the final whis
tle blew.
“We played really smart
in the second half, not tak
ing too many risks and stay
ing alive,” GVSU captain
Kevin Bailey said. “This is

something that means a lot
to us. Winning is nice, but
it’s obviously nationals that’s
going to define your time.”
GVSU, which won ev
ery national title from 2007
through 2010, experienced
a dip in its national promi
nence for a few years but
certainly appears to have

reclaimed its place atop the
national dodgeball scene.
The success is apparent,
but what caused the resur
gence?
“The majority of our
success comes from having
some established seniors
and upperclassmen and hav
ing them be able to show the

young guys the ropes and
how we play here,” sopho
more Aaron Terenzi said.
The seniors went out on
a high note, and the leader
ship they provided figures
to live on in the GVSU pro
gram for years to come.
At least for now, the dy
nasty lives on.

Senior Veronica Ryan and freshman
Alex Taylor tied for 12th place overall with
a tournament total 160 (+16), while fresh
man Molly Esordi tallied an 86 on the last
day of competition to round out GVSU s
total.
The Lakers had to battle unfriendly
conditions all weekend and faced consis
tent winds of 25 to 35 mph while being
pelted with rain much of the second day.
Play was not suspended, though, and the
team battled on to win its third tourna
ment in four tries.
GVSU will scrimmage on Friday before
traveling once again to compete in the
GLIAC Championship from April 25 to
27 at the Winding Hollow Golf and Event
Center in Columbus, Ohio.

Reach for the stars.

Start with OCS
Mental fortitude: Jack Rider eyes the green before he makes a putt in a recent tournament.
The Lakers failed to take the NCAA Regional No. 4 trophy when they fell short of first place.
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A coll@g@ degree is great.

Being able to pay for it... EVEN BETTER.

$50,000 Student Loan Repayment Program
Develop the Skills to be a Leader
A flexible life only the GUARD can offer
Trlcare Health Insurance

SSG Brandon Button
616-405-0767
brandon.s.button.milCmail.mil

and was one of four
players to make an eagle at
the tournament.
“One of the things
they’ve been working on
has been controlling the
trajectory of the golf ball,”
Underwood said of the
duo. “They both worked
hard and kept plugging
along and didn’t let the
conditions frustrate them.”
Beltzer improved on the
second day by carding a
73 to end up tied for 18th
place individually with a

score of 151 (+7).
ished tied for 67th.
Eccleton was also able
Up next for the Lakers
to
overcome
is the GLIAC
the weather to
South
Spring
improve upon
Invitational at
his first-round
the
Winding
score and finish
Hollow
Golf
with a 74. His They both
Course in New
final score of worked hard
Albany, Ohio,
154 (+10) left
which will take
him in a tie for and kept
place on April
43rd out of the plugging along. 19 and 20.
151 golfers par
The invita
ticipating in the DON UNDERWOOD
tional will mark
tournament.
HEAD COACH
the team’s last
P o 1 u 1 a k
event before the
wrapped
up
NCAA
Super
GVSU’s team scores with a Regionals begin on May 5.
total of 156 (+12) and fin-
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Smooth sailing: The Grand Valley State University women’s rowing team poses by its newly christened vessel, the “John C. Schintzel." The team later took the boat on its maiden voyage to win
the Lubbers Regatta. Meanwhile, the men failed to take home the trophy for the first time in the seniors’ careers with the Lakers.

Inspired Laker women win Lubbers Regatta
Senior men fail to take home trophy for first time in their GV career
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBER@LANTHORN.COM

Rain and strong micro
bursts of wind 10 miles north
of Spring Lake momentarily
threatened the status of the
19th annual Don Lubbers Cup
Regatta, but the temporary
postponement provided the
Grand Valley State University
club rowing teams a chance to
christen two new eight-person
shells and recognize a pair of
long-time supporters.
The mens varsity vessel was
named after former GVSU
President Arend D. Lubbers,

while the womens boat was
named after John C. Schint
zel, who did much to help the
clubs development before he
passed away last summer. It
was a tear-jerking moment for
some.
Coach John Bancheri said
the sun started to shine as the
Laker women put their boat in
the water.
“It was the wildest thing,”
coach John Bancheri said.
“Just one of those moments.”
The women went on to
claim first place in every race
over the weekend and set a

course record in the Sunday
series against Purdue Univer
sity to secure the most points
on the womens side.
GVSU was up against some
of the best in the Midwest, as
navies from Purdue, the Uni
versity of Michigan and the
University of Illinois partici
pated in the event, which had
15 universities and high school
programs in attendance.
“The overall goal is always
to win the entire thing, but I
know the women are happy we
won the overall points for the
women,” sophomore Christina

Pavano said.
However, the men were un
able to duplicate the effort. The
Lakers were hyped with the
chance to compete against na
tionally-recognized opponents
but were in a new boat.
“We always feel like we
can compete with anybody,”
GVSU senior Robbie DeWeerd said. “The faster a team
is supposed to be, the more ex
cited we get to race them. We
like the opportunity to be able
compete with those guys and
maybe be able to knock a few
of them off?’

Michigan had the most
points overall on the men’s
side, while Purdue proved to
be the overall champion.
The Boilermakers, who had
recently fallen short against the
Laker men at the 41st San Di
ego Crew Classic, found a way
to win with 51 team points —
one point ahead of GVSU.
“Purdues a big, strong pro
gram,” Bancheri said. “They’re
very good and they have
power in numbers, and that’s
where we got beat.”
GVSU senior Nate Biolchini
said he and his teammates still

performed well against highercaliber navies with bigger phy
sique, on average, and a larger
student body to pull from.
For Biolchini and his senior
teammates, it was the first time
failing to bring the cup back
from Spring Lake to Allendale.
“We liked the kind of com
petition,” he said. “In the row
ing world, were right there with
them, but in most other sports,
we don’t really compare.”
The Laker navy will com
pete next at the 46th MACRA
Championship Regatta on
April 26 in Ypsilanti, Mich.

Transfer competes twice for GV, sets record
Anderson successfully
switches schools, sports
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

More than 7.6 percent of high school ath
letes have the ability to pursue their love for a
sport at the collegiate level. The odds of a high
school athlete playing two sports at two colleges
are even less than that, but a recent Grand Val
ley State University transfer is doing it with style.
One year ago, sophomore Rebecka Ander
son was pitching for the College of DuPage in
Illinois. However, after deciding to move closer
to her family in West Michigan, she decided
to leave her softball career behind and attend
GVSU.
“After a year of playing softball at the junior
college level, I realized that it just wasn’t for me,”
Anderson said. “The majority of my family lives
in the West Michigan area and with Grand Val
ley being as good of an academic school as it is, I
wanted to attend school here. Thankfully, it has
all worked out for me.”
It wasn’t long after she stepped foot onto Al
lendale’s campus for the first time that she de
cided to compete once again, only in a different
realm of collegiate athletics.
Although she had never been in a competi
tive atmosphere on the track before in her life,
she sought out the Laker coaching staff with
hopes of getting back on the playing field.
“I was in contact with coach Maag (a former
assistant coach at GVSU) and he got my foot in
the door to come onto the team here,” she said.
“I’m really fortunate how everything worked

out for me.”
Even though Anderson was new to the track
scene, she was familiar with the sport. Both her
father and brother had lineage in track and field,
and former Olympic javelin thrower, Tom Pukstys, had previously trained Anderson before
she came to GVSU.
“I guess you could say that the work has been
put in well before I made it to Grand Valley,” she
said. “I knew that the ability was always there for
me. Grand Valley has given me the opportunity
to showcase that.”
It didn’t take long for her to showcase that
talent in a big way over the weekend at the Hilltopper Relays in Bowling Green, Ky.
Despite competing in just her second ever
track competition, Anderson broke the GVSU
javelin record with a distance of 45.97 meters. It
seems the decision to leave softball for track and
field is paying off.
“Her breaking the record in such a short pe
riod of time really is a testament to the amount
of work that she has put in up to this point,”
throws coach Rob Klenk said. “She came in un
der the radar, but now I don’t think that there
will be a single person around the conference
that wont know her name by the end of the sea
son.”
When an athlete breaks a school record at a
premier track and field program in only their
second competition, heads turn. Whispers of
the breakout athlete typically resonate around
various track facilities, and that has certainly
been the case in Allendale.
“Her work ethic and talent is second to none,”
senior thrower Nathan Dekam said. “Whether
she can continue to translate that to competition
is going to be interesting to see. With her abili

ties, you really can’t put a ceiling on her poten
tial. Watching her grow throughout her career
at GVSU is going to be an enjoyment for many.”
Anderson and the No. 1 Laker women will

split up to compete in a number of events this
weekend, including the Al Owens Qassici
which will take place inside the Kelly Family
Sports Center on Friday and Saturday.
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12-2 pm, 2204 Kirkhof
Laker Line Study Results
And get

FREE PIZZA!
IBB

Extended bus
service 'til 2 ami

APRIL 17, 2014
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
Miscellaneous

Grand Valley .Artists is an art
organization that is 58 years
old. We meet to nurture
each other and provide cri
tiques and sketch opportuni
ties. We are currently look
ing for models for our Sketch
Sessions. It's a great way to
earn extra money. We pay
$15 an hour for clothed mod
eling and $20 for nude mod
eling. We have 2 1/2 and 3
hour sessions. You can find
any information about GVA
at
www.grandvalleyartists.com
If you're interested in this op
portunity please call Kathy at
(616) 540-5744

Sabroslsimo will be hosting
our annual BAILA CONMIGO Event.
A Latin Dance Showcase and
open dance, at Grand Valley
State University! FREE AD
MISSION, FREE FOOD! Per
formances from multiple or
ganizations.
April 19th, 2014. Doors Open
at 5:30pm at Pere Marquette
in Kirkhof

Used 2000 Jeep Cherokee
Sport 4WD for sale. Runs
well in the winter! $3500. If
interested please contact me
at gaitick@mail.gvsu.edu.

Need a subleaser for upcom
ing 2014-2015 school year.
Hightree Townhomes and
rent is $395.00 utilities. Very
close to campus and walking
distance too. Has walk-in
closet also. Contact me if
you have any questions!
(616)690-2373 Has 1 male
roommate already.

$390 / 6br-2 Roommatesneeded. 2 1/2 bath Includes
ALL utilities,
wireless internet, loaded ca
ble TV and full laundry. Rent
is per room and each bed
room is very large, smallest
room measures 12x12. 2 1/2
acre fenced in back yard with
sand volleyball court, fire pit
and paved patio. Two sepa
rate living area.
Partially furnished. Located
on Lake Michigan Drive,
close yet secluded. Please
call 616-813-3982 or e-mail
kfaulkner2121@gmail.com.

Large 4 bedroom, 2 bath
room, large kitchen, den or
study, full basement, walk to
GVSU downtown campus.
Grocery and retail stores
close. Pets? $1000/m + utili
ties call 616-454-9666

Looking for female
roommate to fill a room at
Hillcrest apartments for the
Fall/Winter semesters of the
2014-2015 year. We are
focused on school and are
very easy going girls. Email
me if
interested :)

Need a subleaser for upcom
ing 2014-2015 school year.
Hightree Townhomes and
rent is $395.00 utilities. Very
close to campus and walking
distance too. Has walk-in
closet also. Contact me if
you have any questions!
(616)690-2373 Has 1 male
roommate already.

One female roommate
needed for 4 bedroom house
in Standale. Lease beginning
Aug. 2014. $400/month utili
ties included! Please contact
Amy at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu

2 males looking for male/fe
male roommate. Spacious 3
bed/2.5 bath town home in
northern Walker (20min to Al
lendale campus). Rent is
$360/month utilities. Call/text
517-581-1693

Looking for a Subleaser for
May-Beginning of August for
a Copper Beech apartment.
Rent is a negotiable $447.00
a month Utilities. It is a 3
bedroom with 3 1/2 bath
rooms with two other clean
and nice roommates. If inter
ested contact Connor by
248-978-6134 or
nelsocon@mail.gvsu.edu.

Roommates

Looking for Female Sub
leaser for May-July. Copper
Beech $392/ month plus
electric. One other girl living
during summer. Email for
more info:
hemere@mail.gvsu.edu

Seeking 2-3 other girls to live
with in Allendale for
2014-2015 year. Looking for
serious, clean girls who study
and do not party every week
end. Would prefer rent to be
less than $445/month. Con
tact me if you are looking for
another
roommate or need a
sub-leaser. Looking to start
lease in August.
wolyniac@mail.gvsu.edu

One female subleaser
needed for May 1 -August 1
in a 4 bedroom apartment in
the Off Broadway Apart
ments. $309 per month plus
utilities. Email h.r.hendrickson@gmail.com or call/test
906 285 1154 for more infor
mation.

AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds@lanthorn.com

Looking for an apartment or
townhouse for rent for the
2014-2015 school year in Al
lendale. We have 3 room
mates and we need some
thing close to campus at a
reasonable price. We live at
Country Place now but we
did not renew our lease and
there is no availability for
next year. Please call Austin
at (616)916-2731.

Female Subleaser needed
from May-August in Mystic
woods! Rent is $425 but
negotiable. Personal bed
room and bathroom. Contact
cleghorm@mail.gvsu.edu
for info.

Looking for a subleaser at
Campus View this summer
May through August. $380 a
month for the room in a 3
bedroom 1.5 bathroom
townhome. Located right off
of campus with access to the
gym, pool, and hot tub. Con
tact Caitlin:
brownca@mail.gvsu.edu

NEED SUBLEASER
MAY-JULY
2 bedroom 1 bath with 1
other girl.
Rent is $425 plus utilities, but
will charge $370
email: fuocoa@mail.gvsu.edu
for more info.

Looking for a place to stay
for the fall and winter semes
ter. Im a responsible and stu
dious female and Im hoping
to find roommates that are
focused on school. I know its
asking for a lot but Im trying
to find something under
$400/month. Text or call me
at (616) 813-0347 if you are
interested!

Summer subleasers in Mead
ows Crossing Apartments.
Rent: $459 Utilities (per
month)
Application Fee: $75
Free Water/Sewer, Free Ca
ble/Internet, Fully-Furnished
Townhome
(262) 357-1664
nannetta@mail.gvsu.edu

Employment

Kitchen help wanted.
Line Cook experience pre
ferred. Located 1/4 mile
from campus. Send resumes
to allendale @mainstpub.com

Looking for sub-leaser at
48West May-July.
Can move in as early as the
Friday of finals week.
Own room, and bathroom.
Fully furnished. $445/month,
Building AA.

FunCakesGR.com

CakeRental.com

One person looking for place
to live during 2014-2015
school year. Socially adapt
able musician, Justin Hurst.
Call or text (989)307-8230

live this way
Im looking for a subleaser for
a 12 month lease starting
Aug. 2014 at Campus West.
4 bedroom 2 bath, $350 a
month.I am willing to negoti
ate subleasing fees. The unit
already has 3 awesome girls
for roommates. Please con
tact me if you are interested!
(616) 856-0319
Brenda

CAMPUS

V/IEW

Looking to fill a room this
summer (May-August) It’s a
house 2 miles from Allendale
campus on the lake. Rent is
$275 plus Utilities. Email:
gibbst@mail.gvsu.edu.

FRIENDS
WITH

Looking for summer sub
leaser. May 1 st to August
22nd. 48 West. 4 bedroom,
private
bathroom. Rent $300. Sub
lease fee waived. Contact
Hayess@mail.gvsu.edu for
more info.

LIKE US ON

BRAIN BUSTERS
_______King Crossword

Weekly SUDOKU

ACROSS
1 Winged
5 Turn blue?
8 Frog’s
cousin
12 Rickey
flavor
13 Mardi Gras
VIP
14 Shake in
the grass?
15 Poetic foot
16 Shrill bark
17 Detail
18 Company
of actors
20 Parliament
arian
22 From stem
to stern
26 Elevator
passage
29 Golf
position
30 Confucians’
“way”
31 Swine
32 Artist
Vermeer
33 “West Side
Stofy" gang
34 Mimic
35 Play on
words
36 Makes weary
37 Everywhere
40 Pealed
41 Costello’s
partner
45 Blood
hound’s
clue
47 Back talk
49 Sandwich
cookie

by Linda Thistle
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!

GO FIGURE!

by Lindn Thistle

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY:

* * *

* Moderate * * Difficult
* * * GO FIGURE!

Try Squares

1

23455678
© 2011 King Faaturat Syndicate. Inc

by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers In that triangle.

50 Gloomy
51 Actress
Mendes
52 — a soul
(nobody)
53 Catch sight
of
54 “Oh, yeah?
— who?"
55 Shade
providers
DOWN
1 Came to
earth
2 Taleteller
3 Bullets and
such
4 Snubs
5 Laundromat
machine
6 Verily
7 Tell how

O 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.

8 Bronze
winner's
placek
9 Passe
10 Hearty brew
11 Beavers’
construction
19 Cauldron
21 Inseparable
23 African
antelope
24 Destiny
25 Throw
26 Persian
bigwig
27 Kachina
worshipper
28 Demo
graphic
division
32 Impenetrable
thickets
33 Samson’s

35
36
38
39
42
43
44
45
46
48

weapon,
courtesy of
an ass
Skillet
Occupation
Wizard
Potter
Bolivian
capital
Verbal
Contract
clause
Santa's
sackful
Rhyming
tnbute
Two, in
Ti uana
been
had"

3

X
X

XX
5

7

9

X

C 2011 King Feature* Synd., Inc.
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SCRAMBLERS

Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gagt

Crowd

BLERAB
Wide

ORBDA
Post

TSEKA
Costs

ASTER
"I bet that's how they invented the

TODAY'S WORD
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